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Abstract—Our aim is to study the asymptotic performance of
logarithmically asymptotically optimal (LAO) tests for M ≥ 2

arbitrarily varying Markov chains grouped in 2 ≤ K ≤ M

families using N + 1 consecutive observations with side
information, and also with possibility to reject any decision. The
LAO rule for detection of such hypothesis is presented ensuring
positiveness of all possible error probability exponents.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A finite Markov chain is frequently a suitable probabilistic
model for certain situations. This models are widely used to
study behaviour of divers phenomenons in various physical
systems, psychology, genetics, epidemiology, social sphere and
industry.

This present paper is devoted to the certain problem of hy-
pothesis testing which is the essential component of statistical
inference. It is relevant to note that comprehensive, detailed
exposition of progress of investigations in hypothesis testing
can be found in works of Borovkov [6], Levy [26]. Problems of
modern information theory and hypothesis testing are tightly
interconnected. This fact is reflected in the books of Csiszár
and Körner [8], Blahut [5], Cover and Thomas [7], Csizár
and Shields [10]. In [24] multiple hypothesis testing groups
of distribution is studied for case of independent identically
distributed observations and in present paper we address to the
case indicated in the title.

II. ON ARBITRARILY VARYING

MARKOV CHAIN

Let X be the alphabet of symbols x of the object and S be
the finite set of object’s states s and let G

4
= {G(x|u, s), x, u ∈

X , s ∈ S} be a Markovian conditional transition probability
distribution (PD) with strictly positive elements depending
on states s ∈ S . This states s changes independently each
moment with known PD P = {P (s), s ∈ S}. A state
vector s

4
= (s0, s1, ..., sN ) ∈ SN+1 is the realization of

N+1 members of independently identically distributed (i.i.d.)
sequence of RVs
S0, S1, ..., Sn, ... with PD P . Object characterized by G,
produces a sequence of random variables (RVs)
X0, X1, ..., Xn, ... which form arbitrarily varying stationary
Markov chain. If at an n-th moment the chain is in state Sn

then

G(Xn = x|Xn−1 = u, Sn = s) = G(x|u, s), x, u ∈ X ,

s ∈ S, n = 1, 2, ...

To conditional probability of Markov chain corresponds
unique stationary PD

G̃
4
= {G̃(X0 = u|s) = G̃(u|s), u ∈ X , s ∈ S},

We consider the joint conditional PD on X × X for s ∈ S

G̃×G 4= {G̃(u|s)G(x|u, s), u, x ∈ X , s ∈ S},

joint PD on X × X × S

P × G̃×G 4= {P (s)G̃(u|s)G(x|u, s), u, x ∈ X , s ∈ S},
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marginal PD PQ on X

PG̃
4
= {PG̃(u) =

∑
s∈S

P (s)G̃(u|s), u ∈ X},

and conditional PD PG on X for u ∈ X

PG
4
= {PG(x|u) =

∑
s∈S

P (s)G(x|u, s), x, u ∈ X},

The conditional PD of the vector x = (x0, x1, ..., xN ) ∈
XN+1 of the arbitrarily varying Markov chain with transition
PD G and stationary PD G̃ with respect to corresponding states
vector s = (s0, s1, ..., sN ) ∈ SN+1 is defined as the following
product:

G̃×GN (x|s) 4= G̃(x0|s0)

N∏
n=1

G(xn|xn−1, sn). (1)

The conditional PD of a subset AN+1 ⊂ XN+1 is

G̃×GN (AN+1|s) 4=
∑

x∈AN+1

G̃×GN (x, s), s ∈ SN+1. (2)

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT

We are given that there are M different Markov PDs Gm

and corresponding stationary PDs G̃m as possible character-
istics of the object:

G̃m ×Gm = {G̃m(u|s)Gm(x|u, s), x, u ∈ X , s ∈ S},

m = 1,M.

These PDs are arranged into K, 2 ≤ K ≤ M , different
groups, or families, B1,B2, ...,BK , which are considered as K
hypotheses Hk concerning the PD of the object. We consider
also an empty ”group” BK+1, these groups are disjoint,
contains |B1|, |B2|, ..., |BK+1| PDs such that

K+1∑
k=1

|Bk| = M, |BK+1| = 0.

We study procedure of hypothesis testing (referred also as
detection, or simply as test) which is the action of the
statistician using observed vector x and states vector s, either
to accept decision concerning group Bk in which is the PD
of the object, or accepting group BK+1 reject to do any
judgement. Such procedure is universal test, we denote it by
ΦN , N = 1, 2, .... When K = M , hypotheses are simple,
hypotheses with |Bk| > 1 are composite.

The test is the partition of the space XN+1 into K + 1
subsets AN+1

k,s , k = 1,K + 1, s ∈ SN+1, with dependence
on known vector of states s. With given x and s statistician
can make corresponding decision.

We denote by Φ the infinite sequence of tests ΦN . Taking
decisions about the hypotheses statistician can commit the

following errors. Let the hypothesis Hl is adopted but the
correct is Hk, l 6= k, the probability of such error is defined
(see [6]) as follows

αN+1
l|k = αN+1

l|k (ΦN )
4
=

max
s∈SN+1

max
G̃m×Gm∈Bk

G̃m ×GN
m(AN+1

l |s) (3)

The probability αN+1
k|k to accept a hypothesis different from

true hypothesis Hk we define in the following way:

αN+1
k|k

4
= αN+1

k|k (ΦN ) =
∑

l 6=k, l=1,K+1

αN+1
l|k

4
=

∑
l 6=k, l=1,K+1

max
s∈SN+1

max
G̃m×Gm∈Bk

G̃m ×GN
m(AN+1

l |s) (4)

We study reliabilities (error probability exponents) El|k of the
tests sequence Φ

El|k = El|k(Φ)
4
= lim inf

N→∞

(
− 1

N + 1
logαN+1

l|k (ΦN )

)
,

k = 1,K, l = 1,K + 1. (5)

All reliabilities are arranged in (K + 1) × K matrix. For
instance at K = 4 the matrix of reliabilities is the following:

E(Φ) =


E1|1 E2|1 E3|1 E4|1 E5|1

E1|2 E2|2 E3|2 E4|2 E5|2

E1|3 E2|3 E3|3 E4|3 E5|3

E1|4 E2|4 E3|4 E4|4 E5|4

 .

Definitions (6) and (7) imply that

Ek|k = min
l 6=k,l=1,K+1

El|k, k = 1,K.

Notes: 1) We call the tests sequence Φ∗ logarithmically
asymptotically optimal (LAO) for this model if for given
positive values of certain K elements of the reliabilities matrix
E(Φ∗) the procedure Φ∗ provides maximal values for all
other elements of it [4]. This criterion can be considered as
a proper specification of the Neyman-Pearson approach to the
universal test of multiple hypotheses in the sense of optimality
of reliabilities In certain publications, the LAO approach is
referred to as the “exponential rate optimal” (ERO) [25], [11].

2) Our approach differs from approaches in [6], where only
αk|k are considered.

3) In opposition to the criterion adopted by Gutman [11],
we recognize the asymmetry in the importance of different
hypotheses and consider unequal requirements to error prob-
abilities, and reliabilities, of their detection.
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IV. INFORMATION-THEORETICAL

TECHNICAL TOOLS

We use method of types and traditional notions and notation
developed in information theory [7], [10], [23].

We specify the following definitions and properties of types
for Markov chains, [4,23,34].

It is convenient don’t take in consideration first element of
the vector s, so we consider s = (s1, ..., sN ). Let N(s|s) be
the number of occurrences of a state s ∈ S in the N -vector
s. The type of the vector s ∈ SN is the PD

Ps = {PN
s (s) =

1

N
N(s|s), s ∈ S}

For each N = 1, 2, ..., the second order type of vector x =
(x0, x1, ..., xN ) from XN+1 is the PD QN

x (u, x) defined by
the square matrix of |X |2 relative frequencies N−1N(u, x|x)

of simultaneous appearance of pair (u, x) in neighbor positions
in x

QN
x (u, x)

4
=

1

N
|(n : xn = u, xn+1 = x, u, x ∈ XN+1)|.

The second order joint type of the pair of vectors x and s
is the PD

QN
x,s(u, x, s)

4
= Ps(s)Q̃

N
x,s(u|s)QN

x,s(x|u, s) =

1

N
N(u, x, s|x, s), x, u ∈ X , s ∈ S,

where N(u, x, s|x, s) is the number of n such that
(xn−1, xn) = (u, x) and sn = s, n = 1, N, that is letters u
and x appear in the vector x being neighbour and state s in
vector s corresponds to x.

We use as conditional second order type of vector x with
respect to vector s the conditional PD Q̃N

x,s(u|s) defined by
relation

Q̃N
x,s(u|s)

4
= N(u, s|x, s)/N(s|s), u ∈ X , s ∈ S,

where N(u, s|x, s) is the number of repetitions of u in x and
s in s such that position of u precedes position of s.

There are also the conditional type of vector x with respect
to vector s as conditional PD QN

x,s(x|u, s) defined by

QN
x,s(x|u, s)

4
= N(u, s, x|x, s)/N(u, s|x, s), u, x ∈ X , s ∈ S.

Denote by Q̃×Q the following PD from Q(X|S)

Q̃×Q = {Q̃(u|s)Q(x|u, s), x, u ∈ X , s ∈ S}.

We will use for x ∈ XN+1, s ∈ SN

Q̃x,s ×Qx,s = {Q̃x,s(u|s)Qx,s(x|u, s) =

N(u, s, x|x, s)
N(s|s)

, u, x ∈ X , s ∈ S}

for the second order conditional type of x given s. Let
QN (X|s) be the set of all second order conditional types given
s. We denote by T N

Q̃,Q
(X|s) the set of vectors x from XN+1

which have the second order conditional type given s, such
that Q̃x,s ×Qx,s = Q̃×Q.

Let us define the conditional entropy of X with respect to
s

HQ̃×Q|Ps
(X|s) =

−
∑
s,u,x

Ps(s)Q̃(u|s)Q(x|u, s) log Q̃(u|s)Q(x|u, s).

We define also the conditional divergence D(Q̃ × Q|G̃m ×
Gm|P ) of the PD P × Q̃×Q from the PD P × G̃m×Gm as
follows

D(Q̃×Q|G̃m ×Gm|P ) =

−
∑
s,u,x

P (s)Q̃(u|s)Q(x|u, s) log
Q̃(u|s)Q(x|u, s)

G̃m(u|s)Gm(x|u, s)
,

m = 1,M.

Similarly D(G̃m × Gm|G̃l × Gl|P ), m, l = 1,M, are
defined.

We will denote for brevity:

for Q̃×Q ∈ Q(X|S), D(Q̃×Q||Bk|P )
4
=

min
G̃m×Gm∈Bk

D(Q̃×Q|G̃m ×Gm|P ),

for Q̃×Q ∈ QN (X|s), DN (Q̃×Q||Bk|Ps)
4
=

min
G̃m×Gm∈Bk

DN (Q̃×Q|G̃m ×Gm|Ps),

for Rl ⊂ Q(X|S), D(Rl||Bk|P )
4
=

min
Q̃×Q∈RN

l

D(Q̃×Q||Bk|P ),

for RN
l ⊂ QN (X|s), DN (RN

l ||Bk|Ps)
4
=

min
Q̃×Q∈RN

l

DN (Q̃×Q||Bk|Ps).

It is elementary to verify that

|QN (X|s)| ≤ (N + 1)|X |
2

.

For every second order conditional type Q̃ × Q of vectors
x ∈ XN+1 given state vector s ∈ S the upper estimates holds

|T N
Q̃×Q(X|s)| ≤ exp{NHQ̃×Q,Ps

(X|s) + o(1)}.
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V. FORMULATION OF RESULT

We consider the Markov chain with alphabet X of symbols
x, and finite set S of states s. The chain is characterized by
one of M transition strictly positive PDs.

Gm
4
= {Gm(x|u, s), x, u ∈ X , s ∈ S}, m = 1,M,

such that at n-th moment

Gm(Xn = x|Xn−1 = u, s = sn) =

{Gm(x|u, s), x, u ∈ X , s ∈ S, n = 1, 2, ..}

and by unique stationary PD Q̃m

Q̃m
4
= {Q̃m(X0 = u|s) = Q̃m(u|s), u ∈ X , s ∈ S}.

The conditional PD of a vector x = (x0, x1, ..., xN ) ∈ XN+1

with respect to s = (s0, s1, ..., sN ) verify the corresponding
equation (1) and for AN+1 ⊂ XN+1 the corresponding sum in
(2). As it was noted above, the PDs G1, ..., GM are united into
K, 2 ≤ K ≤M families B1,B2, ...,BK which are hypotheses
to be tested by statistician using observed vector of chain x and
knowing states vector s, which arises i.i.d arbitrary with PD
P = {P (s), s ∈ S}. There are also the empty “family” BK+1,
corresponding to the case when any judgement is rejected. The
set Φ∗N will be constructed by generalization of the method
proposed in [112,13] and applied for many different more
general situation in [12, 14-24].

For constructing of the desirable LAO test ensuring prelim-
inary given strictly positive reliabilities
E1|1, E2|2, ..., EK|K we define the following subsets of PDs:

RN
k
4
= {Q̃×Q ∈ QN (X|S) : D(Q̃×Q||Bk|P ) ≤ Ek|k},

k = 1,K,

RN
K+1

4
= {Q̃ × Q ∈ QN (X|S) : D(Q̃ × Q||Bk|P ) >

Ek|k, k = 1,K}.
Obviously, RN

k ⊂ Rk, k = 1,K + 1. We introduce the
following values of elements of the reliabilites matrix:

E∗k|k
4
= E∗k|k(Ek|k) = Ek|k, k = 1,K, (6)

E∗l|k = E∗l|k(El|l)
4
= D(Rl||Bk|P ),

k = 1,K, k 6= l, l = 1, k, (7)

E∗K+1|k = E∗K+1|k(E1|1, E2|2, ..., EK|K)
4
=

D(RK+1||Bk|P ), k = 1,K. (8)

Theorem : If all PDs Gm, m = 1,M are different and the

strictly positive numbers E1|1, E2|2, ..., EK|K are such that the
following inequalities hold

E∗1|1 < min
l=1,K

D(Rl||B1|P ) (9)

E∗k|k < min{min
1,k−1

E∗l|k(El|l), min
l=k+1,K

D(Rl||Bk|P )},

k = 2,K − 1 (10)

E∗K|K < min
l=1,K−1

E∗l|K(El|l), (11)

then there exists an LAO sequence of tests all elements of the
reliability matrix E∗ = (E∗l|k) of which are defined in (6)-(8)
and are strictly positive.

When at least one of inequalities (9)-(11) is violated, then at
least one element of the reliabilities matrix E∗ is equal to zero.
Moreover, if we try to detect with El|l which for l ∈ [1;K+1]

and k ∈ [1;K] is greater than D(Rl||Bk|P ), then the tests
for all N = 1, 2, ... will make an error with the probability 1.

Proof: The theorem is a generalization of results from [20,
21, 24]. Accordingly our proof must be pertinent extension
of the corresponding proofs applying tools from Section 4.
Therefore we present here only the concise schematic exposi-
tion of that.
The proof of the positive statement of the theorem (of
the existence of the desirable sequence of tests) consists
in construction of the necessary test sequence Φ∗ for each
N = 1, 2, ..., each s ∈ SN as a partition of the space XN+1

on K + 1 subsets AN∗
x,s as follows

AN∗
k,s =

⋃
Q̃×Q∈RN

k

T N+1

Q̃×Q (X|s), k = 1,K,

AN∗
K+1,s = XN+1 −

K⋃
k=1

AN∗
k,s .

Note that AN∗
k,s ⊂ XN+1 for all k = 1,K + 1, because

Q̃ × Q /∈ QN+1(X, s) we have T N+1

Q̃×Q (X|s) = 0. These
AN∗

k,s are the sets for acceptance of corresponding groups
Bk, k = 1,K + 1, by obtained experimental pairs of vectors
s and x. Using in detail specified tools from Section 4 we
show that sets A do not intersect and then prove that such test
ensures that corresponding reliabilities presented in (6)-(8) are
realized, and, finally, that this test is asymptotically optimal.

Verification of negative assertion of the Theorem is simple,
when one of conditions (9)-(11) is violated then the corre-
sponding error probability is equal to 1 and the reliability is
equal to zero.
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